
DONNINGTON WOOD CE JUNIOR SCHOOL

Equal Opportunities Policv

Introduction

At Donnington Wood CE Junior Schoolwe are committed to ensuring that the
children in our care learn in a happy, secure & safe environment where
mutual respect & understanding is fostered & developed in every lesson &
throughout the school day.
We are committed to ensuring that all of the children in our care are given
equal opportunity in order to fulfil their potential.
We are committed to inclusion and our school has full disabled access for
pupils and adults.

This policy should be read alongside others in school, particularly those within
the framework of Personal, Social and Health Education (PSHE).

We see five principal areas as being important for our policy. These are:

. The culture of the school

. Special Educational Needs

. Sexism/Gender issues

. The curriculum

. Racism

The Culture of the School

The school mission statement'TEAM - Together Everyone Achieves [/lore'
eneapsulates the ethos that the school is keen to develop and promote. We
recognise that although we are all individuals with individual gifts and talents,
we can all achieve more if we support each other and work together. Equality
of opportunity is central to the development of our school culture, which is
concerned with the development of each individual within the context of
sharing and mutual support.

Parents/Carers

We value the input from parents at our school and keep them regularly
updated with what is happening. We encourage parents to take an active part
in their child's education and to share concerns with us. Parents are always
welcome in the school and regularly attend events such as Class Sharing
assemblies.



Pupils and Staff

Donnington Wood is a friendly school where children feel happy and secure.
Children can talk to any member of staff about issues that concern them. Staff
will always listen, although issues surrounding Child Protection may need
consideration (Please see Child Protection Policy)
The schools Behaviour Policy sets out clear guidelines and it is emphasised
that our School Rules apply to EVERYONE (adults as well as children)

PSHE is an important area of the curriculum at our school. Health education
takes place throughout the key stage and by the time children leave Year 6
they will have experienced STAR (Stop, Think, Act, Reflect) with staff and
West Mercia Police, Crucial Crew (Life skills role playing) and a focussed
course on sex education.
Circle time is commenplace in our school and the work the children undertake
in 'Family groups'supports the PSHE curriculum.

Staff work extremely well together and this is a strength of the school.
Structures are in place to ensure that every member of staff is given a voice.
Views and opinions are openly shared and everyone's ideas are valued.
We have a professional mentor, Dave Tinker, who supports newly qualified
staff and students, and all staff have an annual professional interview with the
headteacher to review job descriptions and development areas.

No member of staff is regarded as having greater or lesser status than
anyone else, all staff share the staff room and we have mutual respect for
each other and our respective roles within the school framework.

Special Educational Needs

As a school we are @mmitted to inclusion and strive to support children with
Special Educational Needs (including Gifted & Talented pupils) within the
classroom setting. We feel that it is very important for ALL children to feel that
they are a part of the class, for this reason children are supported by a
Teaching Assistant in the classroom rather than being withdrawn.
Our two Principal Support assistants support children with Statements and
those on School Action Plus during the afternoon session. Statemented
children are withdrawn to work with our PSA's on specific targets related to
their IEP's (individual Education Plans) but this is kept to a minimum & where
ever possible children are supported within the context of the class lesson.

The emphasis for all of our pupils is on self improvement rather than
comparison with others and we encourage the children to think about their
personal targets and ambitions.

Many of our assemblies and PSHE activities emphasise the importance of
'doing your best'



Sexism

As a school we stress the importance of mutual respect and equality of the
sexes. We stress that everyone has choices of career irrespective of gender
and that everyone's opinions and views are equally valid. we believe that
gender stereotyping is inappropriate and seek opportunities for children to see
males and females in many varied roles, for example inviting male dancers to
perform in school etc.

We are conscious of the need to avoid overt or covert gender bias in our
everyday classroom and out of classroom practice. We ask either sex to help
with a variety of tasks and do not seek to differentiate between sexes in the
way that we respond to children.

We do not 'manipulate' results of School Council elections in order to ensure
that an equal number of boys and girls are elected as we feel that this would
perpetuate the myth that boys views can only be put forward by boys and girls
views by girls. Children elect the person who they feel, as a class, will
represent the interests of EVERYONE in their class.

Both male and female members of staff are conscious of the need to provide
a positive role model for children on a daily basis.

The Curriculum

The National Curriculum itself ensures equality of opportunity for all children
and Curriculum policy statements reiterate our commitment to equality of
opportunity.

Each curriculum coordinator is responsible for resourcing their particular
curriculum area. Within that remit it is expected that resources be monitored
to prevent any bias of a sexual, racial or stereotypical nature.

Extra curricular activities are offered to all pupils irrespective of gender, ability
or physical disability.

Racism

In terms of percentage, very few of our pupils are from ethnic minorities and
we feel that this makes it even more important that we discuss issues such as
racial prejudice as part of the PSHE and 'hidden' curriculum.

Our PSHE work and assemblies offer many opportunities to consider stories
from a variety of cultures and faiths. We also seek opportunities for visitors to
come into school to talk about or share aspects of their culture.



Our RE programme ensures that aspects of other faiths are discussed and
considered. We feel, as a Church of England School, that it is vital that the
children in our care learn about other religions to develop tolerance and
understanding.

The Governing body has adopted the Telford & Wrekin guidelines for dealing
with issues of racism and these are followed by the school.
Racist incidents are dealt with promptly and sensitively. All racist incidents are
reported on line.

We acknowledge with gratitude the support of SMDS (Shropshire Multicultural
Development Service) in supporting us !n supporting children for whom
English is a second language.



5. EQLTAT OPPORTLIN-ITIES
The Power of Langlrage

Language is a communicative tool and reflects current thinlcing within sociery It
has the power to reflect positive changes that have happened in society but can aiso
be very offensive and hurtfirl to individuals or groups.

Language can include people or can make people feei excluded.

fu workers in education none of us would want to inadverrendy offend people we
work with through the language we use, and as educarors, parr of our role in
working with young people is to help develop their use of appropriate language.

fu individuals we have all been conditioned by the norms of sociery we have grown
up in and this has affected the language we use. We may find on examination that
some of the words that are part of our vocabulary are inappropriate for today. By
changing our use of language we can acnrally show our corrmitment to working
towards equality and provide good role modeis for the young people we work with.

There are words that we should avoid using because they are inappropriare,
insensitive or have changed in meaning. There are terms that should be avoided
because th.y reinforce stereotypes. They are also terms that should always be
avoided and challenged because th.y have become used as terrns of abuse.

Language is constantly changing, md in drawing up lists of appropriate vocabulary
we aim to point the way towards developing appropriate language in relarion to
equaliry issues.

The lists in Appendix I seek to provide examples and are in no way exhaustive.
They can be used for staffuaining and examining resources.



LAT\TGIIAGE RELATING
lferrns in Current ffse

TO ETET}TTCrTr

Racism
Racism resuits from prejudiced ardrudes based upon notions of racial superioriry and
inferiority. Mlhen combined with power this produces behaviour and institurional
structures which discriminate against black and ethnic minoriry groups in a white
dominated sociery. Any action, conscious or unconscious, is racist if it colludes with this
process. Racism is defined by its effects, which result in black and ethnic minoriry groups
in Britain being disadvantaged in many areas of their lives. In the pasr the rerm
"racialism" was used to denote the concept of racism.

Culture
This defines certain qrstoms or practices which are cofilmon to specific groups of people
and constirute a selFidentificadon within the group. Cuin:res are usually shared by
people of the same heritage, ethnic group or religion.

Multicultural
This defines a perspective which embraces the many cultures which have conributed to
history and to knowledge in a positive way. A multiculnral approach also acknowledges
the need for the promotion of seliidentification of different culnues. Within the
curriculum, a rnulticuinrral perspective should include the positive reference ro
contributions from many different culftues, should represenr differenr culnrres in a
positive way and should induce feelings of value and self respect for the many different
sulnrres within Britain. This is sometimes referred to as culnral pluralisrrr, as advocared
in the Swann Repon.

Communitv/Home Language
This refers to the language spoken at home by parents, or the language of the place of
birth, where this is not English. The version taught in school as an acader,nic subject of
snrdy is sometimes known as 'Community Language'.

Anti-racist
An approach adopted by those who direcdy
ideologies and structures to flurent practices
racist in effect.
Anti-racist education therefore seeks to equip pupils to combat racism and to prepare
rhem for iife in a multi-culnrral society. Anti-racist education is simply good eduiadonal
practice and has values of equity and justice at its core.

challenge racism and provide alternadve
which, consciously or unconsciously, are

NUT Anti-Racism in Education
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Checklists to Review Aspects of
Equal Ooportunit ies in School

I Classroom Organisation for Equal Opportunities

As a teacher do I ever:

a. Seat the girls and
desks/tables?

boys at separate j

b. Suggest that it is punishment for a boy to
be seated next to a girl, and vice-versa? k.

c. Colour-code children's possessions in a
stereotypical way, eg pegs and trays
marked with pink or blue labels?

t .
d. Divide children by sex for activities in and

out of .the classroom, eg PE, lining up?

e. Record boys' and girls' activities in
different ways?

f. Expect different sorts of behaviour from
girls and boys in the same school
situation?

g. Use drama/history to explore different
roles and help the pupils in developing
empathy and understanding of each n.
other?

h. Introduce new equipment and toys in a
non-stereotyped way?

o.
i. Actively challenge children when they

behave and play in stereotyped ways,
and have I ever tried to present
.altematives, eg by modelling different
behaviours?

Aware of any sexist or racist bias in
school resources - reading schemes,
topic work, wall displays?

Introducing informat ion on the
achievements and contributions of
women, black people and people with
disability.

Planning a programme of activities to
develop a child's visualiperceptual and
spatial skills alongside language and
number skills?

Aware of the extensive research which
shows that in mixed sex classes boys
demand, and receive, more teacher time
and attention whilst girls' contributions
are constantly under-valued and
underplayed? Do I monitor how I behave
towards girls and boys in my class?

Aware of sexist and racist attitudes
among pupils and actively supportive of
anti-sexist and anti-racist attitudes and
behaviour in the classroom?

Sensitive to the relative effects of
competitive and collaborative work and to
the style of discipline used in the
classroom?

Aware of institutional pressures which
might cause me to comPromise mY
professional standards regarding equal
opportunities for girls and boYs?

csMP'1 0
DECEMBER 1995

As a teacher am l:

m.

p.
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b.

a .

2.

Have staff had their attention drawn to stereotyping in school on the basis ofperson's gender, race and/or disability? Have iitempts been made to raise theawareness of the possible issues involved?

Do materials used in school properly reflect the achievements and contributions cwomen, black people, and people with disability?

a) Have anti-sexist and anti-racist literature and materials been obtained to hellto balance the input for children?
b) Are staff encour3ged to project positive images of women, black peopte anrpeople with disabilities in school displays?

ls there monitoring of girls' and boys' use of facilities provided, eg computers?

ls there open entry and.encouragement for all children (irrespective of gender, rac(and disability) to participate in all sports within the school?

ls equal recognition and prestige given to different sports?

a) Are identical forms of assessments/tests and norms used for boys and girls inschool?
b) ! recognition given to the needs of children whose mother tongue is nolEnglish?
c) ls there provision for bilingual support teaching?

Are resources for special needs equally distributed between girls and boys?

Do different areas of the curriculum have equal status, and if not are thesedifferences sex-linked?

Are new initiatives, for example, the introduction of technology and computers,
monitored for take-up?

Are parents encouraged to be involved in both their daughters, and sons,
education?

d .

e.

t.

g.

h .

i .

i .

k.

.1, Are such opportunities as assemblies iaken
of role stereotypes?

Does school uniform altow both girls and
religious/cultural groups to fully participate
activities?

to change children's preconceptions

boys and children from different
in and be involved with all school

csMP'10
OECEMBER I995

Do the discipline and pastoral systems in the school operate in different ways for
girls and boys?

n.
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(i)

CATEGORIES

Physical assault

DerogatorY name-calling insults'

racist iokes and comments

(iii) Racist graffi1

(iv) Wearing racist insignia

(v) Bringing into school racist leaflets
other rnaterial

(vD Verbal abuse and threats

ACTIONS

Record incident and take necessary action within

the disciplinary Procedure, which may need to

involve the Police.
I nvolve parents/guardians'
Take necessary action to Prevent recurrence'

including counselling of the PerPetrator'

(ii)

a

a

Staff should not ignore any form of verbal racist

abuse or comment, whether directed at

individuals or otherwise'
Explain to the PerPeffator that the behaviour will

not be tolerated-

All racist graffiti in the school should be reported

and removed immediatelY'
Any pupils who are seen to be perpetrating racist

graffiti must be stopped' Appropriate stePs

lnoutd be taken to ensure that the pupils

una"ttt"na why this is unacceptable including a

lril 
"*pt.n"tion 

of the seriousness and implication

of their actions.
n"grilt check should be made and steps taken

to lir.ourage reaPPearance of graffiti'

Wearing of racist badges or insignia is not

permitted.
iv""..r, should be challenged' the items

removed giving a clear explanation why they are

unacceptable.

All forms of racist materials should be removed'

Explain why material which is designed to incite

racial animosity is unaccePtable'

Record incident and take necessary action within

the disciplinary procedure' This could include

contacdng the Police.
Involve parents/Suardians
Take necessary action to Prevent recurrence'

including counselling of the PerPetrator'

L 7



APPENDIX 2
LANGUAGE WE USE

Word-Power

The issue of language with regard to disability is an

imporcant one.

Look at the following words and ask yourself

whether they imply a posidve or negative image.

wheelchair-bound .......... positive/negative/neither

the disabled positive/negativelneither

people with

disabilities positive/negative/neirher

disabled person positive/negative/neither

cripple ....... positive/negadve/neidrer

innalid .........- positive/negative/neither

integrated

spastic ....... positive/negative/neither

handicapped positive/negative/neither

people with learning

difficulties . positive/negative/neither

spina bifida positivdnegative/neither

independent positivdnegative/neither

sufferer ..... positive/negative/neither

special ....... positive/negative/neither

mental patient positive/negative/neither

Avoid

Victim of

Crippled by

Suffering from

Afflicted by

Wheelchair
bound

lnvalid
(means noc valid)

Mental

Use

person who has/person
with/person who
experienced

person who has/person
with

person who
has/person with

person who has/person
with

wheelchair user

disabled person

disabled person

Insensitive or
Inappropriate

Handicap

Handicapped Person

Spastic

Mongoloid

Cripple/Crippled

The Blind

The Deaf

Mentally Handicapped,
Backward/Dull

Retarded, ldioq lmbecile
Feeble Minded

Mute, Dummy

Craqr, Maniac" Insane

Menally ll l

Abnormal

Preferred

Disability

Disabled Person

Cerebral Palsey

Down's Syndrome

Disabled Person or
Mobility lmpaired
ambulatory disabled

Blind People,
Pardally sighted

Deaf People
Parcially hearing

People with Learning
Difficulties

Developmental
Disability

Speech Difficulty

Emodonal Disabilicy

Mentally Disturbed

Exceptional/Differenc

3L
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3. Categories of behaaiour which may constitute sexual harassment

These may be described under four headings. Many of these examples are incontrovertible.

However, particular circumstances may alter cases and assessment of all aspects is important in

each instance.

(D PHYSTCAL HAMSSMENT

t] physical attack because of gender or sexual orientation

tr unwanted physical contact of any kind

tr invading personal space, such as leaning over too closely, or

otherwise being too close for comfort

t] crearing an intimidating or hostile environment such as

monopolising space through which someone has to pass

tr use of intimidating or obscene gestrires

tr collaborating with others so as to exert pressure through numbers.

(ii) VERBAL HAMSSMENT

tr verbal abuse and threats

tr sexually offensive or suggestive remarks and jokes

tr obscene phone calls

tl malicious gossip

tr unsolicited sexual demands or compromising invitations.

(iii) SEXUALLY OFFENSTVE MATERTAL

tr circulation or display of sexually demeaning material, including

leaflets, videos, magazines etc.

tr sexist graffiti

t] circulation or display of items of a pbrsonal or intimare nature.

(i") DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT

tr refusing to work with or isolating anyoRe because of gender or

sexual orientation

t run fa i ra | loca t ionofwork ,suchasres t r i c t iono foppor tun i t ies fo r

responsibility, or delegation of menial task on grounds of gender

or sexual orientation.



LAAIGIIAGE RELATING TO GEI\-DER
Terms in Cur:rent ffse
AVOID PREFERRED

Man/mankind.

The generic use of .he,

e.g. Each respondent was asked whether
he wished to parricipate funher.

The child should be given dme ro
familiarise himself with the text.

The rights of man
The man in the sueer
Lay man
Man-made
One man band/show
Man-hours
Master copies
Forefathers
Tic a man
Girls (for adults)
Ladies

Manning
manned by:

fireman
policeman
chairman
businessmen
foreman

Person, people
humaniry, humankind
men and women.

he/she s/he

AII respondents were asked whether
they wished to panicipate further.

Time should be given for individual
children to familiarise rhemseives with
the texr.

People's/cirizen,s rights
People in general
Lay people
Synthetic, manufactured
Single person operadon/show
Working hours
Original copies
Ancestors
Everyone, unanimouslv
Wornen
Women

Worldorce, smlf
run by, sraffed by:

firefighter
police officer
chairperson
business people, executives
supervisor

bitch, slag and phraseology *"t ,.irrf*..r:;.;q:d;.;
words which are being used asterms

as:a nice quiet girl;
a strong boir

of abuse such as: cow,



LAATGIIAGE RELATING
Terms in Current ffse

TO DISABILTTIr

AVOID

victim of

crippled by

suffering from

aflicted by

wheelchair bound

invalid - tnenns not palid

mentai/ESN

handicap
handicapped Person

mentaiiy ill
abnormal

the blind

the deaf

mentally handicapped

speech impediment

maladjusted

Spastic

mongoioid

cripplc/crippled

bachvard, dull, remedial,
ble-minded

idiog retarded" fee-

PREFERRED

Person who has/person wirh/person who experienced

person who has/person wi*r

person who has/person wich

person who has/person with

wheelchair user

disabled person

disabled person

disabiliry
disabled person

mentally disturbed
exceptionafdifferent

blind people,
prnially sighted

deafpeople
panially hearing

peopie with leaming difficuldes

language impairment
ianguage delay
language disabilities

emotional & behaviourai difficultia

Cerebral Palsey

Down's Syndrome

disabied person

peopie with learning difficulties
developmental delay

AL'WAYS CHALLENGE words
Mongol, insane, maniac, mad and
disabiliry as abnormal.

that have become used
language that is used in

as terms of abuse e.g. Spaz,
a negadve way or reinforces


